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 III. Dig Deeper > 8. Meaning Making & Integration > Timelines 

Timelines 

Students create a timeline of events and/or timespans. Timelines can be 

annotated verbally or with multimedia. 

 

How to do this online

 

Timelines are a great way to help students surface causal or a shared topical 

relationship between events. Sutori is best for helping students brainstorm 

and present a chronology of events that may not have a strong geographical 

relationship. myHistro presents events on a map, so it works better for when 

you'd like students to show how events are affected by their specific 

geography. You can then optionally ask students to record their screen using 

Zoom to narrate a video presentation of their timeline for submission in 

Canvas. 

 

PROS: Students are able to pull together media from various online sources 

(e.g.: Youtube, Flickr, etc.) when creating their timeline. This provides students 

greater ability to gather supporting evidence to justify elements on their 

timeline - compared to a classroom activity. 

  

CONS: Students will need to learn how to create an online timeline. Consider 

posting help links for the timeline tools you suggest to students. 

  

Tools you could use: 

 Sutori - https://www.sutori.com 

 Timeline.js - https://timeline.knightlab.com 

 myHistro - http://www.myhistro.com 

 Zoom (for optional screen recording of timeline presentation) - 

https://www.seattleu.edu/cdlihelp/students/more-apps/zoom 

https://www.sutori.com/
https://timeline.knightlab.com/
http://www.myhistro.com/
https://www.seattleu.edu/cdlihelp/students/more-apps/zoom
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 Canvas - https://www.seattleu.edu/cdlihelp/students/canvas 

 

 How to do this in the classroom 

 

Timelines are a great way to help students surface causal or a shared topical 

relationship between events. They can also help students "unpack" their own 

lives through reflection of their own activities, and how they relate to course 

concepts. On paper, ask students (individually or in groups) to write out a 

chronological series of events and explain (on paper or through a class 

presentation) how the elements are causally or topically related. 

 

PROS: Students can quickly write out their thoughts, which means in-class 

timelines are best suited for a "work in progress" as students are clarifying 

their thoughts for later integration and application of their research in a final 

product. 

  

CONS: Students can't easily include digital media and resources in their 

timelines. Paper-based timelines are not well-suited as the end-product of a 

student project. 

  

Tools you could use: 

 Pen and paper 

 Document camera and classroom projector 

  

https://www.seattleu.edu/cdlihelp/students/canvas

